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It is not enough to hire people and then just leave them on their own to do whatever they 
think is needed in your business. You need to be the leader and that requires several 
things. 

1. Orientation - Invest some time with the new staff member to share your values and the 
things that you feel are important. Even if the person you hired has experience and skills, 
they will need to have enough training to be able to perform tasks in the way that you want 
them to be performed and at the appropriate standard. 2. Monitor their progress - They 
won't know that they are doing well or poorly unless you observe and give feedback. You 
might be able to delegate this to other staff members who have expertise but, remember 
that this is your business and you therefore will need to have an active role also. 

3. Communicate well - People cannot read your mind and you will therefore have to be very 
clear about what you expect. This can be done through individual and/or staff meetings that 
are scheduled regularly and through performance reviews. At times, written procedures or 
notes are appropriate, as long as everyone is sure to read the memo in time to make 
adjustments or start the tasks that are required. 

4. Set a good example - People are watching you and whether you like it or not, they are 
using you as an example. Sometimes they may not understand why you do something and 
may feel resentful or confused when your behaviours do not match the ones that you expect 
of them. You will need to consider how much information will be necessary to clear up any 
possible misunderstandings. For example, if you are late for work every day, the staff may 
think that it is acceptable for them to be late, not knowing that you have an appointment 
outside of the office every day or are staying at the office late in the evening. 

The key to being a good employer is to remember that this is your business and you 
therefore have responsibility to clearly communicate, train and set an example for those 
who you bring into the business. The employee also has responsibilities that include doing 
the work appropriately in the manner that you trained them. Once you both recognize and 
commit to doing this, everyone wins, and the business prospers. 

 


